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G. N. LaMar 

Shell Development Company 
Emeryville, California 94608 

and 

F. Mares and A. Streitwieser, Jr. 

Chemistry Department 
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Berkeley, California 94720 

December 1970 

The measured proton resonance shifts of U(COT) 2 are analyzed on the 

basis of a crystalline field model and magnetic susceptibility data. It is 

pointed out that in U(COT) 2 the orbital and spin angular momenta are coupled 

antiparallel for the ground state, so that a positive hyperfine coupling 

constant due to the Fermi contact term will result in an upfield proton 

resonance shift. The hyperfine coupling constant arising from the Fermi 

contact term is found to be ~ = +0.90 Mhz ± 25%. 

tPart of this work was p~rformed under the auspices of the U. s. Atomic 
Energy Commission; the work in the Chemistry Department, University of 
California, was supported in part by NSF Grant No. 13369. 
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I. Introduction 
.--· •• • J_ 

The quest~o!l 6f the extent of participation of the. f or'bitals in the 

metal-ligand covalency of organometallic' actinide complexes has received renewed 

attention recently Il-.4], with the emphasis on interpreting the Fermi contact 

co~tribution to .the obs~rv~d proton 1unr .shift .o:f such paramagnetic complexes [1]. 

In complexes with magnetic anisotropy [2~3], both the contact and dipolar inter

actions I 5 ,6] contribute to the isotrOJ?iC shift' ,and before any interpretation 
.;, 

of the contact shift can be put forth, an estiinate. _of the dipolar shift must 

be made. The lack of reliable structural or magnetic data has prevented detailed 

·and unambiguous analyses for most aystems. We wish to present here solution 

. proton nmr data for bis (cyclooctatetraenyl)uranium(IV), U(COT) 2 [7], also 

·called ''uranocene", for which both the structural I 8] and magnetic I 9] data are 

available, andinterpret the shifts in terins of a crystalline field model [9]. 

·.From our analysis, we determine that part of the isotropic shift arises from 

the Fermi contact term, and reach some qualitative conclusions as to its 

electronic origin in relation to the metal-ligand bonding. 

~ I • 
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II. EXperimental 

Samples of tiranocene prepared according to the method of Streitwieser 

and Muller-Westerhoff [7] were dis~olved in hot THF-d8 or deuterated toluene 

and sealed under argon. The proton magnetic resonance shifts were measured on 

a Varian HR-100 spectrometer modified for variable frequency modulation. The 

temperature was controlled-by a precalibrated Varian V-4343 unit. The shifts 

measured are plotted in fig. l and tabulated in Table I. All shifts are 

referenced to the proton resonance in COT-- which was taken as -5.9 ppm with 

respect to TMS. The actual data were measured with respect to the trace amounts 

of prot~ns in the deuterated solvents and were later corrected to the proton 

resonance of COT-. The shifts in both solvents agreed within experimental error. 

The lines widths appeared to be temperature independent and of the order of 

10 Hz . 
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III. DiscusSion 

The magnetic suceptibility data. on polycrystalline U(COT) 2 of Karraker, 

et al. I9J, followed the Curie-Weiss law in the temperature range 4.2°K-45°K 

with an effective moment of 2.4 BM. 'Measurements of the magnetic susceptibility 

of tJ(COT) 2 ip the"temperatur~ range i0°K-.300°Khav~ .been performed by Dr. D. K. 

Fu,J'ita of the Lawrence RB:diation Laboratory who foU:nd Curie-Weiss behaviour 

with an effective moment of 2.6 BM. The above magnetic data were interpreted 

on the basis of a crystalline field model with covalency parameterized by use 

of the orbital reduction factor [9]. We shall use the same model to iJ:lterpret 

the proton magnetic resonance shifts. 
,.·. 

We make the following assumptions: 1) only the ground crystalline 
., 

field state is populated in the temperEiture range of interest; that is, 

E1 > > kT where E1 is the energy of the first excited crystalline field state, 

2) the crystalline field does not mix different J states; 3) the effects of 

intermediate coupling are negligible. 

4+ 2 3 For U (Ac core, 5f ) the ground term is a H4 .. In a crystalline 

field of DBh syrinnetry this ninefold degenerate level will split into four 

doublets (J = ±4, ±3, ±2, ±1) and 1 singlet (J = 0). It was shown previously z . z 

that the magnetic susceptibility data were consistent with the J = ±4 doublet 
z 

lying lowest if an orbital reduction factor of. k :::::: .8 was introduc~d [9]. We 

have calculated the c1ipolar shi:ft using the equation [10] , 

which is applicable when T1 -<. < Tc; where T1 is th~ el~ctrqni~ r~1B.¥ra.t:i911· ti:tne, 

Tc is c~rrelation ti~e of complex, xg is tl;le magnetic susc~ptibility along the 
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c8 axis, and xl is the magnetic susceptibility in the plane perpendicular to 

the c8 axis and is zero according to our model. The angle $4 is the angle between 

the c8 symmetry axis and the vector of length R connecting the U nucleus with 

a proton nucleus. This angle can be calculated from the previously determined 

crystallographic structure {8]. Because the quantity (3 cos2S1-l) is close to 

zero, it is very sensitive to the uncertainty in the structure. We have used 

in our calculations the two extreme values and the average value for the angle 

and a C-H distance of 1.09 A, the results for the dipolar shift at 302°K are 

~hown in Table II. The last column in Table II shows the possible range of the 

Fermi contact shift at 302°K due to the uncertainty of the angle n. 

The Hamiltonian for the Fermi contact term may be written in the 

effective operator formalism as 

+ + 
~ I · S 

where AF is hyperfine coupling constant for this type of interaction. 

In the SLJJ representation it is straightforward to evaluate matrix elements 
z 

of the type [ 11 J 

( SLJJ I 0 
z 

SLJJ ) 
z 

3 + + + + 
for a H4 state with J z = ±4 and 0 being S or kL + 2S. The matrix elements 

needed are tabulated in Table III. The off-diagonal components (sx, etc.) are 

zero since we assumed only the J = ±4 states were populated. 
z 
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It is important to note that in a magnetic field the J z = ,...4 state is 

lowest in energy and for this state Sz :::, +4/5. Thus the ground crystalline 

field state of 'U(COT)
2 

has S parallel to the magnetic field. This is opposite ,,/ 
z 

to the direction found, for' example, in 3d transition metal complexes where the 
. . · t _, ··- ·. .. I.; 

orbital angular momentum is quenched so the spin angular momentum will be , . . . . ':~ ' 

. . 

anti-parallel to the magnetic field. Thus for the same type of spin delocal-

iz~tion mechanisiil in· iso~struetural· 3'd. and 5f complexes, a,ssumiilg Hund '.s rules 

are'valid for the! ground state, the contact shifts in the two complexes will be 

of opposite si·Sn if the f shell is less than half filled, and of the same sign 

if the- f shell is more than half filled 112]. 

The thern1al average of ( S ) is z 

(+ ~gj a H0 ) 
4/5 exp 

(g' ) . kT = 
4gj a ~o) _ z 

(+ exp 
kT I 

- 4/5 

+ exp 

I 4g' a H 

\· J exp kT . 
4g' I a H '· J 0 

kT 

If.we assume for the temperatures and magnetic fields of interest 

. so 

4g' 8 H < < kT J . 0 . 

16 <s>=-
5

-.z 

g' 8 H 
J 0 

kT 

and .ther,efore in th~ limit T / .< < T c 

_, 
'-· 

( 16 
gl aH 

<s ) 1. J --z 
Ave. 3 \ 5 kT 

0 ) 

0 

v 
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Then if we use frequency units' 

where o is theFermi contact shift, AF·isthe hyperfine coupling constant of the 

protons and the units are Mhz. From our data assuming k = .85 and therefore 

gJ = .6, ve obtain 

AF = +0.90 Mhz ± 25%. 

It should be emphasized that because of the assumptions in our calculations and 

the uncertainty in the d~polar contribution we place this large error on the 

value of AF· 

Extrapolation of the experimental shifts of fig. 1 to 1/T = 0 yields 

~ ~6 ppm for the intercept. The proton magnetic resonance spectrum of a similar 

diamagnetic compound has not been obtained so our reference could be off by 

-2 to -3 ppm. If we consider the J = ±3 lev~l to be at - 4oo-6oo em -l , an z 

extrapolated shift of ......, -3 ppm can be explained. A crystalline field level 

around this energy would be consistent with the accuracy of the magnetic 

susceptibility experiments. 

If only pi bonding were present in this complex we would expect much 

smaller F~~i contact shifts and the opposite sign. Therefore, sigma bonding 

is certainly important if not dominant, although as yet we do not have enough 

information to be more quantitative. ·Furthermore, even the sigma spin delocal-

ization need not be directly related to 5f covalency; since exchange polari~ation 

between the 5f and 6s or 6p electrons or other mechanisms cannot be ruled out 

[12-14]. Further investigations, some of whjch are currently in progress in 

our laboratories are required to elucidate the bonding in this complex. 
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Table I. PrOton resonance shifts of_U(COT)2 as a function temperature (referenced 
with respect to coT=). 

Temperature Measured Shift v 

OK (ppm) 

t 
353 ± 2 + 34.9 

328 ± 2 + 37.6 

302 ± 1 + 41.9 

273 ± 2 + 47.0 

248 ± 2 + 52.0 

223 ± 3 + 58.4 

198 ± 3 + 67.7 

, .. 
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Table II. Contributions to the measured proton shifts at 302°K from the dipolar 
and Fermi contact terms for various values of the angle n. 

'~ 

2 (11~\ 302°K 
/~\ 

302°K C) R, (3cos n .... l) H/at /->at 

(A) 
""H/ 

(ppm) (ppm) 

3.481 -0.092 + 8.6 +33.3 

3.498 -0.152 +14.0 +27.9 

3.515 -0.210 +19.2 +22.7 
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Table III. Values of the matrix elementEJ for various operators for the ground 
state of U(COT) 2• 

Operator J Value of z Matrix Element 

-4 -4g' 
J kLZ + 28 z 

4 4g' 
J 

kL + 28 z z 

.. 4 +4/5 8 z 

4 -4/5 8 z 

f 
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Figure Caption 

Fig. 1. Proton resonance shifts as a function of 1/T for U(COT) 2 (referenced 

with respect to COT=). 
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